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ABSTRACT 

Ease of use has always been one of the most important goals in Human Computer 

Interaction (HCI) research [1]. Since speech is the most natural method of 

communication for humans, researchers of HCI have recently focused on voice UIs. Even 

though considerable advances are made in Voice Recognition field of HCI, the ease of 

use is yet to be achieved. 

The users have certain goals in mind while using a computer. To reach these ends, 

they use specific functionality of certain applications. With current interfaces, the users 

have to go through opening the application first to access the functionality they want. If 

they want to activate the functionality of another application, they either have to launch 

that application or change the active window. Thus there is no unified and easy way of 

working at a feature level. 

Today, users are overwhelmed by not only the number of applications, but also the 

number of features a typical application has. Finding the needed functionality on the 

screen among other functionality is a time consuming task that hampers ease of use. 

Applications' features are presented on the screen even when they are not needed. It is 

not possible to customize the UI such that only the features that the user wants are 

available. 

The design of our tool. Dynamic Voice User Interface (DV-UI) that is presented in 

this thesis, addresses these issues to create a unified, customizable voice user interface. 

DV-UI uses speech to text, speaker identification, and text to speech synthesis to provide 

an easy to use voice interface. It lets the user select any functionality from a set of 

applications and associate them with voice commands in real time. In this way, users can 

reach the functionality they need by a single voice command of user's choice without 

having to open an application or looking for the functionality on the screen. DV-UI 

provides a user-centric environment by allowing the user to add, modify, and delete voice 

commands and save these preferences under their voiceprints via speech. We expect that 

this approach of unification and customization will help the voice user interface to 

become mainstream way of HCI. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Human Computer Interaction (HCI) research mainly focuses on methods that can 

make powerful applications easy to use while preserving their full potential [1]. Dam 

suggests that voice recognition based on limited natural language understanding will be 

the dominant form of human computer interaction in the future [2]. Driven by the need 

for easy to use interfaces, HCI research resulted in various types of user interfaces (UI) 

before voice user interfaces became mainstream in the last decade. The history of UIs is 

summarized in Figure I.l. 

i i 
Physical (...-1950) Command line (1960-present) Voice (1997-present) 

i 

Batch (1950-1960) 

.llA.'.*lf.'-rfirf.-j:»T,<^.-. —^ ^,, 
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Figure 1.1: History of user interfaces 

First, there were physical machine language interfaces where the inner components of 

the machine were relocated to achieve the desired output. Batch systems throughout the 

1950s and 1960s allowed punch cards for input, but no other interactive component. In 

early 1960s, command line interfaces appeared where users sat on terminals and 

interacted with the system through keyboard and screen [2]. Command line interfaces 
I 



supported a set of commands that allowed the user to reach the functionality of the 

system. Throughout the 1970s, researchers in Xerox's Palo Alto Research Center 

(PARC) worked on a Graphical User Interface (GUI) similar to today's Windows' look 

and feel [2]. BLIT was a graphics terminal that supported multiple windows in UNIX 

environment in 1983 [3]. The GUIs became popular with Apple's Macintosh systems that 

used a Window Icon Mouse Pointer (WIMP) interface in 1984 [2]. WIMP interface was a 

success, because it used real world metaphors such as desktop and folder and thus made it 

easier for the users to interact with the computer without any extensive computer literacy 

usually needed in command line interfaces. 

Even though Speech Recognition (SR) has been an active research field for over five 

decades, using speech for typical applications is a fairly recent phenomenon [4,5]. At 

first, SR products that focused on dictating what people said became available in 1990 

[5]. The SR products started to assist the users in surfing the web as well as in mundane 

tasks such as opening and closing files through the usage of macros and voice commands 

in 1997 [5]. In 2001, Microsoft shipped out Office XP with an SR component that would 

allow the users give commands to the computer via microphone to reach the various 

functions of the popular software, making the technology mainstream [6]. 

There are two types of voice UIs today. The voice UIs in the first category are 

designed for controlling only one application. Currently, there are many PC software 

products with built-in voice recognition capabilities, but they usually lack the flexibility 

of GUIs. Although the users can easily add or remove buttons on the GUI of a modem 

application such as Intemet Explorer, they cannot do this easily in modem voice UIs. One 

example would be Thinkdesign 6.0, a modeling tool for Windows PCs. It requires that 

the user learn the hard-to-remember linguistics of the software to manipulate the model 

on the screen through speech [7]. These commands are not changeable even through 

mouse and keyboard, let alone microphone. 

Voice UIs in the second category are generated by tools that can voice-enable a set of 

applications. An example for these tools would be IBM ViaVoice that can incorporate 

voice commands to any Windows compatible software through the usage of macros. It 



also has dictation capabilities and text to speech technology to read back typed text to the 

user. 

Another example in this category, SpeechStudio Suite, can voice enable Visual C++ 

projects and support multiple grammar contexts. A grammar context is a list of voice 

commands a user can say that are linked to some corresponding functions. It lists the 

available voice commands in the grammar context via its "What you can say" dialog, h 

can voice enable multiple applications at the same time and switch grammar context 

according to which application is currentiy active. 

Although these applications try to control multiple applications to some extent, they 

lack important features that would make them tmly easy to use. The users still have to 

open programs by themselves to reach the application features they want to use. Current 

research suggests that static UIs are not effective because they do not take the users' 

preferences and purpose into account [8]. Both ViaVoice and SpeechStudio do not 

support voice command assignments to selected application features through microphone. 

They do not identify who is speaking to trigger a switch between different grammar 

contexts to accommodate for the current user's preferences on the fly. SpeechStudio does 

not have macro capabilities that could make it voice enable any Windows application. 

Currently, it can voice-enable Visual Studio projects. 

An ideal system would allow the users to request something from the computer as 

they naturally would from a friend. In the current research for easy to use interfaces, 

MIT's Oxygen project envisions a future where users can interact with the computer 

naturally through speech. In his book on user centric approach, Michael Dertouzos 

explains the three foundations of the interface used in Oxygen such as SR, automation, 

and customization [9]. Computer finds out what the user wants through SR, automation 

allows the user to execute multiple processes with one single voice command, and 

customization tailors the system to the user's preferences. One drawback of Oxygen is 

that since it is a proposed system with multiple workstations, cameras, handheld devices, 

and motion detectors that has an operating system of its own, its UI will not be available 

for years to come. When available, it will be too generalized for simpler situations. Its 



effectiveness will need to be tested in simpler systems. At present, an application that can 

generate dynamic voice user interfaces for popular platforms such as Windows is needed. 

Personal Assistant with Dynamic Voice User Interface (DV-UI) provides a unified 

customizable voice user interface for the Windows environment. The users have the 

ability to voice enable and use the features of any set of Windows applications through 

the voice UI. Personal Assistant activates corresponding application automatically 

according to which feature is requested from the user. Any other desired feature of an 

application can be associated with a voice command dynamically. These voice 

commands can be added, modified, and deleted through microphone and saved under the 

voiceprint of the user for future retrieval without relying on keyboard or mouse unlike the 

existing systems [10,11,12,13]. An overview of Personal Assistant with DV-UI is given 

in Figure 1.2 where the users can create a custom voice UI to reach any functionality of a 

set of applications according to their preferences and identity. 

Real world metaphors such as "desktop" in Windows are useful in hiding the 

complexity of the underlying system and making the system easier to use [1]. HCI 

research states that the face is a powerful object of association and perception that has an 

innate appeal [14]. The Personal Assistant utilizes a human face metaphor (avatar) on the 

screen that informs the user, carries out limited dialogs to perform modifications to the 

current voice UI, and mns various application features. 
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Figure 1.2: Overview of Personal Assistant with DV-UI 

The impact of DV-UI becomes even more apparent in hands/eyes busy environments 

such as the ones in the medical field. Cohen et al. (1994) suggested that the usage of SR 

systems in hands/eyes busy tasks leads to higher task accuracy and productivity [15]. For 

this reason, there have been several systems that incorporate speech technology to 

medical field. Some of the examples are explained below. 

Bae et al. (1999) examined the AESOP system of Computer Motion that provides a 

robotic arm bundled with laparoscopic capabilities and SR technology [10]. The doctor 

gives commands to the microphone and receives a confirmation from the speakers before 
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the robotic arm moves according to what was said. Although they report that the voice 

functioning was flawless, the system incorporated only 23 short orders. The voiceprints 

of the surgeons had to be imprinted to Personal Voice Cards (PVCs) for later use with the 

AESOP system. Hardware implementation definitely lacked dynamic capabilities that 

would let the user add an arbitrary voice command or functionality to the PVC on the fly. 

Of course, grammar context switch is also not possible in this scheme, which would 

apparently need another PVC with other commands. DV-UI does not suffer from these 

limitations because of its software implementation. 

In another example. National Biocomputation Center in Stanford University worked 

collaboratively with NASA to provide a virtual reality based surgical assistance tool to 

help a surgeon-astronaut plan surgeries and maintain ability in NASA's manned mission 

to Mars in 2025 [11]. In this system, giving voice commands through microphone can 

bring up important information such as CT data; live endoscopic video, and vital signs of 

the patient. Dragon NaturallySpeaking software is used for the SR component, whereas 

Microsoft Speech is used for text to speech synthesis. Dragon NaturallySpeaking is a 

powerful tool that can associate any voice command with the functionality of a Windows 

application. However, it lacks certain features such as addition of an arbitrary phrase 

dynamically from a microphone and grammar context switching according to the identity 

of the current speaker that would prove beneficial in a collaborative environment. It also 

does not have the ability to control other applications of interest the surgeon might want 

to use. We have currently bundled DV-UI with VoiceDoc to address these issues where 

the users can control multiple training applications at the same time. 



CHAPTER n 

OVERVIEW OF DV-UI 

DV-UI is currently integrated into two applications such as VoiceDoc and Personal 

Assistant that are explained below. 

2.1 Personal Assistant 

The Personal Assistant allows the user to work at a feature level without thinking 

about the underiying application (Figure 2.1). When the Personal Assistant starts, it asks 

whether the user has registered to the application before. If the answer is no, the users are 

asked to enter their names and speak to the microphone for voice enrollment. After the 

registration process, the Personal Assistant recognizes the users'names and asks what 

they want to do. A user may say "Show Available Commands" to make the Personal 

Assistant show and speak the possible voice commands. Personal Assistant provides 

some default commands such as "New message" and "Open Word File" pertaining to 

several applications. When the user says, "New Message," the Personal Assistant looks 

up a database and mns the application that corresponds to this voice command. When the 

application shows up on the screen, the system activates New Email window of Microsoft 

Outlook on the screen. Similarly, "Open Word File" will make the Personal Assistant mn 

Microsoft Word and display the Open File dialog of Word. If Word is already on the 

taskbar. Personal Assistant simply switches to Microsoft Word window and shows Open 

File dialog. 

Modifications to voice commands can be done on the fly. If the user says, "Delete the 

command 'Open Word File'," that voice command will not be recognized anymore. The 

user may also add another voice command that performs the same functionality as "Open 

Word File" by saying, "I want the phrase 'Open' associated with the command 'Open 

Word File'." From that point on, the Personal Assistant displays Open file dialog of Word 

whenever the user says, "Open." The users can also create a voice command that is linked 

to a feature that was not available through existing voice commands. For instance, a user 

can say, "Record macro under the phrase "Save Word File." The Personal Assistant 



informs the user that it is recording the user's keyboard actions. User goes to the save 

dialog with keystrokes, and tells the computer to "Stop Recording." After recording the 

keyboard actions, saying "Save File" will bring up the save file dialog of Microsoft 

Word. The users can retrieve their preferences later by identifying themselves when the 

Personal Assistant starts. 

• User1 ^M 

Speaker Identification 

User Specific Voice User Interface 

i 
Application 1 

1 ' 

Feature 
1 

' ' 

Feature 
2 

i 
Application 2 

' ' 

Feature 
1 

1 ' 

Feature 
2 

Figure 2.1: Working on a Feature Level with DV-UI 
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Figure 2.2: User Level Diagram of Personal Assistant with DV-UI 

Personal Assistant does not limit the users with a fixed set of applications. They can 

voice enable any Windows product by saying, "Voice enable application." The Personal 

Assistant responds by opening a dialog box where the users enter the window title of the 

application, the location of the executable file, and the voice command that will invoke 
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that particular application. If the user enters "Paint picture" as the voice command and the 

location of the Paintbmsh executable file, telling the Personal Assistant to "Paint picture" 

will bring up the Paintbmsh application. The user, as before, is able to add, modify, or 

delete voice commands to control Paintbmsh. The user-level diagram of Personal 

Assistant with DV-UI is given in Figure 2.2. 

2.2 VoiceDoc 

Through VoiceDoc, the surgeons who want to train themselves in surgery can control 

training applications through their speech. LapSkills is one of these applications that 

teach the surgeons use laparoscopic devices. In LapSkills, the surgeons operate two 

laparoscopic tools to manipulate a virtual ball on the screen. Since both of the user's 

hands are attending the devices, ease of use is achieved without having to use keyboard 

and mouse. As with the Personal Assistant, the surgeons can simply add an application or 

feature to their user specific voice UI. Default commands of VoiceDoc that control 

LapSkills are in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1: Default commands of VoiceDoc that control LapSkills 

Voice commands 

Change device one to scissors 

Change device one to clippers 

Change device one to graspers 

Change device two to scissors 

Change device two to clippers 

Change device two to graspers 

Drop faster 

Drop slower 

Heavier 

Lighter 

Make ball bigger 

Make ball smaller 

Exit Simulation 

Functionality 

Turns the virtual device on the left into scissors. 

Turns the virtual device on the left into clippers. 

Turns the virtual device on the left into graspers. 

Turns the virtual device on the right into scissors. 

Turns the virtual device on the right into clippers. 

Turns the virtual device on the right into graspers. 

Makes the ball on the screen drop faster. 

Makes the ball on the screen drop slower. 

Makes the feel of the ball heavier. 

Makes the feel of the ball lighter. 

Makes the ball bigger on the screen. 

Makes the ball smaller on the screen. 

Quits the simulation program. 

10 



CHAPTER m 

DESIGN 

3.1 Requirements 
3.1.1 User Requirements 

These shall be the user requirements for DV-UI: 

1. Creation of a unified voice interface for any group of Windows applications 

through voice commands. 

2. Launching applications that correspond to voice commands. 

3. Automatic application switching based on the voice command. 

4. Ability to select arbitrary features from applications to associate them with 

arbitrary voice commands through macros. 

5. Ability to add or delete voice commands pertaining to applications through the 

microphone. The users must be able to invoke a feature by saying whatever they 

want to say. 

6. Voiceprint training for future identification of the user. 

7. Ability to save voice command, function, and application preferences under a 

profile that can be retrieved through speaker identification. 

8. A means to eliminate other people's speeches and background noise coming from 

the other machines as much as possible. 

9. The DV-UI shall generate speech to talk back and "guide" the user. 

3.1.2 System Requirements 

These are the system requirements of DV-UI: 

1. A Pentium n processor with a full-duplex 32 bit sound card is recommended. 

2. Microsoft Speech SDK 5.x must be installed on the computer. 

3. IBM ViaVoice Identified Run Time 1.0 along with IBM ViaVoice SDK 1.5 must 

also be installed on the computer. 

4. The Operating system should be Windows 95/98/2000/NT. 

5. Noise filtering microphone is recommended to realize the User Requirement #8. 

II 



3.2 Overview of DV-UI Components 

DV-UI has four components such as GrammarContext, CSpeechEngine, VVDetective, 

and MacroEngine to realize the aforementioned user requirements. 

GrammarContext stores all the voice command preferences of the user with phrases 

and function IDs associated with them. It also stores the information about whether the 

voice commands need confirmation and how much confidence is needed to generate a 

valid recognition event for the voice commands by the speech engine. 

CSpeechEngine's main function is to load the voice commands in the 

GrammarContext to the speech engine. From that point on, the speech engine "listens to" 

the user's speech to convert the audio into voice command representation and signals the 

main program that utilizes DV-UI when a recognition event occurs. CSpeechEngine 

supplies the main program information about what to do with the voice command. 

CSpeechEngine also takes user requests and uses this information to modify voice 

commands in the GrammarContext (User Req. #5). In addition, CSpeechEngine handles 

speech synthesis to talk back to the user (User Req. #9). 

MacroEngine is responsible for all keyboard related functions such as macro recording 

and playing. It gives the user the ability to associate any feature of an application with 

voice commands by recording user's keyboard actions (Req #4). It also allows DV-UI to 

control any Windows application by playing these recorded macros. 

VVDetective finds out the identity of the current speaker. This identity is then used to 

load the appropriate grammar context that has the voice command and functionality 

preferences of that particular user (User Req. #7). It has methods that allow the users to 

enroll in the voiceprint database for future identification (User Req. #6). 

In addition to these main components. Personal Assistant uses two tables such as 

application table and macro table in order to voice-enable multiple applications at the 

same time. Application table stores the window title and location of the voice enabled 

applications along with voice commands that activate these applications. Macro look up 

table has the name of each macro and application that macro belongs to. Personal 

Assistant follows these steps to create a unified voice interface (User Req. #1): 

12 



1. It calls VVDetective component and finds out the identity of the current speaker. 

It loads the GrammarContext that corresponds to the current user's voice 

command preferences to the CSpeechEngine. 

2. The main program initializes CSpeechEngine so that it loads the voice commands 

of the GrammarContext into the speech engine. Next, the main program starts 

intercepting a valid recognition event whenever the user speaks a valid voice 

command. It calls CSpeechEngine to get the function ID associated with the voice 

command. The main program is responsible for supplying the code that 

corresponds to the function IDs returned by the CSpeechEngine component. For 

instance, main program invokes MacroEngine component to play a macro if the 

function ID of the voice command denotes a macro. The main program looks at 

the macro table first to determine which application the macro is associated with. 

The main program then retrieves the window title of that application from the 

application table. If the current window's titie matches with the desired 

application's window title, the main program immediately sends the macro to the 

current window. If it belongs to an inactive window, the main program activates 

that window and mns the macro (User Req. #3). If the program is not loaded yet, 

the main program launches the application and mns the macro after the 

application window opens (User Req. #2). 

3. When the user wants to change voice commands, CSpeechEngine handles these 

modifications such as deleting or adding. It updates GrammarContext 

accordingly. MacroEngine is invoked to make the user record keystrokes and save 

them under a macro file. This macro is then associated with a voice command in 

the current GrammarContext that was loaded into the CSpeechEngine. The main 

program stores the name of the macro and associated application's name in the 

macro table to make sure that macro is mn on the correct application window 

whenever the user invokes the voice command again. 

4. If the user voice-enables a new application, the main program stores the window 

titie, location, and voice command of the application in the application table. 

13 



Figure 3.1 illustrates how these components work together to voice enable Personal 

Assistant. 
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Functions 
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Figure 3.1: Components of DV-UI and Personal Assistant 
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CHAPTER IV 

TECHNOLOGIES USED IN DV-UI 

4.1 Introduction 

DV-UI utilizes Natural Language Processing (NLP), speaker identification, and noise 

reduction in accordance with its user requirements described in Section 3.1.1. NLP 

functions in DV-UI consist of accepting commands from the microphone through Speech 

Recognition and informing the user about the actions that are about to take place through 

Text to Speech Synthesis. These technologies are implemented in CSpeechEngine. 

The speaker identification component enables the system to switch grammar context 

according to the voice ID (identity) of the currently speaking users to accommodate for 

their preferences. This technology is utilized in VVDetective component of DV-UI. The 

designated user's input from the microphone is as clear from the background noise as 

possible by the help of the microphone's noise reduction hardware. In addition, this 

microphone is long in range to make the whole experience more comfortable and natural. 

This chapter describes the developments and practices in the fields of NLP, speaker 

identification, and noise reduction and desktop computer microphone arrays. 

4.2 Natural Language Processing 

4.2.1 Definition 

Natural Language Processing encompasses all the methods of processing various 

aspects of human language by computers. The fields in NLP utilized by DV-UI are 

described below. 

4.2.2 Speech to Text 

In DV-UI, speech to text (a.k.a., speech recognition) is the most cmcial technology 

since it allows for converting the user's voice into text representation. Speech to Text 

technology functions as a pipeline that converts digital audio into text [16]. The elements 

of this pipeline are: 
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1. Transformation of the digital audio into a feature number representation: For 

pattem recognition, audio is first transformed into the frequency domain. This 

transformation is done through a fast-Fourier transform. This transformation 

results in a frequency graph for each l/IOO"" of a second of the audio. Next, useful 

frequency components of these graphs are extracted from the frequency domain 

by excluding the frequencies the human ear cannot hear. A typical speech 

recognition engine has a database of several thousand graphs (named a codebook) 

that identify different types of sounds the humans can make. Each of the 

frequency graphs is labeled by matching it to the closest entry in the codebook. 

The numbers that represent the sound in the codebook are called the feature 

numbers. As a result, the digital audio is represented as feature numbers. 

2. Application of a grammar to the SR engine: This grammar can be a Command 

and Control grammar or a dictation grammar. Command and Control grammars 

rely on a limited number of valid words or phrases, whereas dictation grammars 

can encompass the whole language. Today's SR engines support both types of 

grammars. 

3. Finding out which phonemes are spoken: Phonemes are the sounds represented in 

dictionaries such as "th" or "e." For the SR engine to recognize how a phoneme 

sounds, it is passed hundreds of recordings of the phoneme. It analyzes each of 

these hundreds of recordings. From this process, it learns statistics about how 

likely it is for a particular feature number to appear in a specific phoneme. The 

speech recognizer also needs to find out when one phoneme ends and the next 

begins. Speech engines use a statistical technique named "Hidden Markov 

Models" (HMM) to convert feature numbers to phonemes. In the last years. 

Hidden Markov Models have become a de facto standard among modem SR 

engines [17]. Some of the existing systems that use Hidden Markov Models in 

their speech engines are Microsoft's Speech SDK 5.1 and IBM ViaVoice 8.0. 

4. Conversion of the phonemes into words: This is done according to what grammar 

is currently loaded into the speech engine. When the vocabulary and syntax 

stmcture are more limited, the recognition will be more accurate. Today's SR 
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systems are speaker independent so that anyone can use them without any 

previous speech engine training, although user training will surely make the 

system more accurate. 

One of the main interests in SR research is to make the computer system isolate a 

designated person's speech among others' voices. Marian Kepesi, a researcher in the 

Technical University of Brno in Czech Republic, works on the simple channel speech 

separation problem [18]. h introduces the cocktail party effect in SR, where two or more 

speakers speak at the same time over the same communication channel. He states that 

none of today's noise reduction or separation algorithms is capable of successfully 

separating different speech signals. He states that the current methods can only work for 

acoustic signals with different time frequency character such as speech mixed with an 

engine's noise. In addition, they have drawbacks such as unwanted musical noise. 

Although an algorithm that could solve cocktail party effect could enormously affect the 

correct positive recognition rate in any recognition system, such a real time system is yet 

to be developed today. For this reason, we used a single-channel SR system in the 

development of DV-UI that regards every simultaneous voice as a single input. 

4.2.3 Text to Speech Synthesis 

Text to Speech (TTS) component in DV-UI provides aural cues for helping the users 

by informing them about what they can do. TTS is the imitation of human speech by 

computer systems. Intelligibility is the most important aspect of TTS systems. Today's 

systems are far ahead of simply gluing spoken recordings and can simulate different 

voices according to gender, head size, and pitch. TTS systems are widely incorporated 

into many aspects of life such as telecommunication services, language education, talking 

books and toys, and multimedia. 

TTS synthesizers first normalize the text by converting numerical data to alphabetical 

data and expanding the abbreviated words [19]. Some TTS engines perform homograph 

disambiguation for the words that are written the same but pronounced differently (such 

as read and read in the past tense). These systems look at the meaning behind the words 

to find out which version of the word was meant. 
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Next, word pronunciation stage produces a sequence of phonemes such as the ones 

that can be found in a dictionary. The next stage in TTS synthesis is prosody synthesis 

that includes the generation of certain properties of the speech signal, which are related to 

audible changes in pitch, loudness, and syllable length. This step helps the computer put 

different emphasis on nouns, verbs, and words at the end or beginning of a sentence 

through pitch modulation and other techniques. Finally, the TTS engine picks up 

prerecorded digital audio according to the phonemes and blends them with the 

modifications in the last step to generate the final voice. This is called concatenative 

synthesis. Many TTS systems in the market use diphones, transitive phonemes to connect 

and blend two different phonemes [20]. On the other hand, some other TTS engines 

utilize mle-based synthesis that does not make use of any stored segments of speech such 

as concatenative synthesis, but the application of a set of mles that determine all the 

properties of the final speech signal result. The current research suggests that the mle-

based systems are far from producing efficient output because they are extremely 

unreliable systems [21]. The text to speech engine in DV-UI is a concatenative one. 

Juergen Schroeter, an expert in speech synthesis at AT&T Labs, is currently working 

on a system that can reproduce the voice of anyone who submits some voice samples. As 

a result, the system will analyze the voice samples of a person and be able to generate 

sentences in that person's voice that include words the person never said [22]. This 

technology, when succeeds, will produce computer-generated speech that sounds so 

natural and so human that it will be indistinguishable from that of a real person. 

4.3 Speaker Verification and Identification 

Identification refers to the process of inferring who is speaking from a given list of 

speakers, whereas verification is the process in which the system verifies whether a 

particular person is speaking. Speaker Verification and Identification systems are two 

folds such as text dependent and text independent. Text dependent systems make the user 

utter a predefined phrase, whereas text independent systems can process any utterance of 

the user to identify or verify the user's identity. A voice identification system would 

require that a "voice reference template" be constmcted so that it can be compared to the 
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cun-ent user's speech. In text dependent systems, an individual must speak a set phrase 

several times as the system builds a voiceprint template. Text independent systems do not 

require that the users say a fixed phrase in the voiceprint-building phase. 

Kepesi also worked in this area and implemented a text dependent verification system 

for a Screensaver application [23]. His program saves the user's speech as a voice 

template in the initialization phase to compare it to the speaker's voice in the future. The 

user input is tailored to exclude the silence in the wave file by comparing the energy of 

three different frequency bands at the beginning, middle, and end of the wave file. When 

the user wants to exit the screensaver, the user is asked a password. The verification is 

performed in two ways: checking the parameters of the speaker's vocal tract and testing 

the accuracy of the password. His screen saver makes use of Cepstral coefficients 

explained by Fumi [24]. Matrices of parameters are constmcted from the frequency 

domain that represents the vocal characteristics of the user to compare them to the ones 

of the voiceprint to determine whether the minimal resulting difference between the 

matrices is under a certain threshold. If it is, then the system grants access to the user. 

This technique is frequently used in speaker verification and identification systems. 

4.4 Noise Reduction and Desktop Microphone Arrays 

Noise reduction techniques are the utmost importance in a system that includes SR 

since the background noise is very detrimental to the correct recognition rate. The 

research in the background noise suggests that the perfect recognition rate (i.e., 100%) of 

a SR system in an ideal and controlled environment can degrade down to 30% in a noisy 

car that travels at 90 km/h. 

Christopher Kermorvant is a researcher in the Institute for Perceptual Artificial 

Intelligence in Switzerland. His research was aimed at eliminating the static background 

noise in the most feasible way. One of the background noise reduction techniques he 

discusses include Spectral Subtraction, which makes an estimate of the noise power 

spectmm during non-speech periods and subtracts it from the original signal [25]. 

Desktop Arrays are other means to cancel out background noise with long ranges. A 

Desktop Microphone array incorporates a series of microphones mounted next to each 
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other. When the user speaks from a direction, the sound reaches each of the microphones 

at slightly different times. The digital signal processing circuitry in the microphone array 

uses these slight differences to determine what direction the user's voice is coming from. 

The circuitry then adjusts the timing of each speech signal and combines them to produce 

a stronger speech signal [26]. Desktop Microphone arrays are capable of processing 

sounds from many directions and have a range of a few feet, which makes them ideal for 

remote input. They also let the users roam while they are talking to the microphone. 

One of the well-known examples of these microphone arrays is Andrea Electronics' 

DA-400 model that is bundled with noise reduction hardware specifically designed for 

Microsoft Speech SDK 5.1. DV-UI utilizes DA-400 2.0 as the input microphone. This 

microphone uses a technology named adaptive beamforming, in which the Andrea's 

Digital Super Directional Array (DSDA) technology centers the microphone's sensitivity 

in one focused direction or area. Any sound that falls outside of this focused area is 

separated into a noise waveform by the Digital Signal Processor (DSP). The DSP 

removes the noise by combining the main waveform with an inverted opposite of this 

noise waveform [27]. This results in the isolation of the important speech part. Other 

examples of microphone arrays include LabTech's ClearVoice Digital Microphone and 

GN Netcom Voice Array. 
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CHAPTER V 

IMPLEMENTATION 

5.1 Implementation Guidelines 

These are the implementation guidelines for DV-UI: 

1. All the components of DV-UI are implemented in MS Visual C++ 6.0. The MS 

Speech Application Programming Interface (SAPI) 5, a major improvement over 

MS SAPI 4 with embedded dictation capabilities, is used for the CSpeechEngine 

component. VVDetective ActiveX component is utilized to implement the 

speaker identification component of DV-UI. 

2. The DV-UI is portable, i.e., it can be easily integrated to any Windows Visual 

C++ project within an hour. Object oriented programming is used in 

CspeechEngine, GrammarContext, and MacroEngine. 

3. The code is commented thoroughly for the ease of readability and future 

modifications. 

4. Error-checking components are resident in the modules of DV-UI that report user 

and system errors alike. 

5.2 Implementation Details of DV-UI Components 

5.2.1 GrammarContext 

GrammarContext is an Abstract Data Type (ADT) with a linked list that can store a 

large number of phrases and function IDs associated with those phrases. Each node of 

this linked list has a flag determining whether the command needs to be confirmed by the 

user and a confidence threshold value that determines how much confidence the speech 

engine should look for in order to register a valid recognition event for that particular 

phrase. A high level of confidence threshold denotes that the speech engine has to be 

much more certain that the phrase it recognizes is really the expected phrase. 

The following class methods were implemented for easy manipulation of this linked 

list (parameters taken by the methods are denoted in parentheses): 
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SaveContextToFile (string filename): With this method, the contents of the linked list in 

GrammarContext instance are saved to a file for future use. The resulting files will have 

entries such as below: 

Open Window 

9 

0 

1 

The first entry is the voice command, whereas the second entry denotes the function 

ID associated with the voice command. The next field refers to whether this voice 

command needs to be confirmed by the user (In the example above, it does not). The last 

field denotes the confidence threshold value required for the speech engine to declare a 

valid recognition event for the voice command. This number can be 0, 1, or 2 to denote 

low, normal, and high confidence thresholds, respectively. For instance, an important 

voice command such as "Format Hard Disk" would ideally have its confirmation flag set 

to 1 for the user to confirm the action. It would also have a threshold value of 2 to make it 

harder for the speech engine to declare a valid recognition event since it is an important 

voice command. 

RestoreContextFromFile (string filename): This method loads the contents of the 

grammar context files into the nodes of the linked list of the GrammarContext instance. 

AddPhraseToContext (integer FuncID, phrase_string, confirmation_flag, 

threshold_value): With this method, a phrase and the associated function ID along with 

its flags are added at the end of the linked list as a voice command. 

RetumFunctionlDFromPhraseString (phrase_string): The function ID associated with the 

passed phrase is retumed to the program that calls this method. 
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Figure 5.1: GrammarContext ADT 

Figure 5.1 illustrates how essential GrammarContext components work with the 

grammar context files and the internal linked list. Other modules include UpdateFile that 

writes the contents of the linked list to the most recently loaded file, and DeleteNode that 

deletes the specified voice command node in the linked list 

5.2.2 CSpeechEngine 

CSpeechEngine is the SR component of DV-UI that processes the user's voice. It is 

also responsible for Text to Speech capabilities of DV-UI. Section 5.2.2.1 will take a 

brief look at the underlying recognition system of DV-UI, whereas Section 5.2.2.2 will 
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explain how DV-UI manages grammar modifications. The last Section, 5.2.2.3, will 

describe the methods of the CSpeechEngine. 

5.2.2.1 Basic Speech Recognition System Details 

A basic SR system in MS SAPI 5 has an XML grammar that is loaded into the speech 

engine. The XML grammar example below recognizes "open file", "save file", and "quit 

program" as input: 

<RULE ID="VID_Navigation" TOPLEVEL="ACTIVE"> 
<P> 

<L PROPID="VID_File_Menu"> 
<P VAL="VID_Open_File">Open File</P> 
<P VAL="VID_Save_File">Save File</P> 
<P VAL="VID_Quit_Program">Quit Program</P> 

</L> 
</P> 
<0>Please</0> 

</RULE> 

On the top level of the grammar hierarchy, there is the mle "VID_Navigation." It has a 

list tag (<L>) that specifies different valid phrases for the SR system. These words are 

Open File, Save File, and Quit Program. <0> tag defines the part of the mle that is 

optional so that "Open File please" or "Quit Program please" will also be valid phrases 

for this grammar mle. If the speech engine concludes that an uttered phrase conforms to 

these mles listed under VID_Navigation, it generates a "valid recognition event." 

When an instance of CSpeechEngine is created, it creates a speech engine instance so 

that the main program can intercept valid recognition events in its event loop. The main 

program then calls CSpeechEngine component that taps recognition event stmctures to 

decide what was spoken. It retrieves the phrase value of the current recognition event 

(denoted by P VAL in the XML code) and finds out which phrase was uttered. If the P 

VAL is VID_Open_File, the main program concludes that "Open File" was spoken. 

Alternatively, the phrases can be retrieved by GetText method of SAPI 5. 

Wildcards may also be used in this grammar. For instance, inserting "..." between 

Open and File in the above example would make any spoken word between Open and 
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File "valid" under the given grammar. The CSpeechEngine can retrieve the wildcard 

word or words with GetText method. 

The flowchart of this typical SR program may be seen on Figure 5.2. 

Create Speech 
Engine instance 

Load XML 
Grammar 

into Speech Engine 

Process system 
events 

Is the event 
SR? 

No 

Process other 
events 

Yes 

Determine what word 
is spoken and the actions 

associated with it 

Perform 
action according to the 

spoken word 

Figure 5.2: Flowchart of a basic speech recognition system 
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5.2.2.2 Dynamic Grammar and Embedded Dictation 

The next step from the basic recognition system is dynamic grammar mles that allow 

the programmer to add voice commands to the XML grammar at mntime. Dynamic 

grammars mles are declared with a DYNAMIC tag such as below: 

<RULE NAME= "VID_Dynamic_Commands" 
ID="VID_Dynamic_Commands"DYNAMIC="TRUE" 
TOPLEVEL="ACTIVE"> 

</RULE> 

A main program that utilizes DV-UI first invokes GrammarContext's 

RestoreContextFromFile method to read in the voice commands from a file. This 

GrammarContext is then loaded into CSpeechEngine for it to add these voice commands 

to the grammar rule VID_Dynamic_Commands at run time. For new phrase addition to 

the dynamic mle, AddWordTransition function of SAPI 5 is used. 

Embedded dictation in XML grammar allows the users assign the phrases they want to 

the voice commands they choose. For instance, users can add voice commands by saying, 

"I want the phrase 'Open' associated with command 'Open File.'" This simplified XML 

snippet below illustrates the *+ sign that means the user can say any number of words in 

that part of the grammar mle: 

<!— Add phrase to the grammar by inputting function phrase —> 
<RULE NAME= "VID_Grammar_Change" ID= "VID_Grammar_Change' 
TOPLEVEL="ACTIVE"> 

<P>I want the phrase *+ associated with command</P> 
<RULEREFNAME="VID_Dynamic_Commands" 

PROPNAME="ThePhrase" /> 

</RULE> 

First, CSpeechEngine extracts the user-defined phrase 'Open' (denoted by *+ in the 

XML grammar) with GetText function. Then, the CSpeechEngine looks at the dynamic 
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command, namely "Open File," that the user wants the new phrase to be associated with. 

After finding the command, the CSpeechEngine invokes RetumFunctionlDFromString 

method of GrammarContext to find out what function ID the voice command has. After 

the method retums the function ID, the new voice command with the phrase and function 

ID is added to the GrammarContext by its AddPhraseToContext method. In this example, 

the voice command 'Open' will be saved under the mle VID_Dynamic_Grammar. The 

changed GrammarContext is loaded once again into the CSpeechEngine. Complete XML 

grammar file used in DV-UI can be seen in Listing 1 of the Appendix. 

5.2.2.3 Methods of CSpeechEngine 

CSpeechEngine has various methods in order to process user speech. These methods 

are explained below: 

CSpeechEngine(string XMLfilename): This constmctor creates the instance for 

CSpeechEngine with an XML grammar file that is to be loaded into the speech engine. 

For DV-UI, this XML file is the one denoted in Listing I of Appendix. 

~CSpeechEngine(): The destructor for the CSpeechEngine. It also frees the memory 

resources used by the speech engine. 

initialize_recognition(window handler win, string WelcomePhrase): It starts the 

recognition process for the main program and informs the user by speaking the welcome 

phrase. 

ProcessRecoEvent(): When speech engine signals the main program that a recognition 

event occurred, the main program calls ProcessRecoEvent in its event loop to find out 

the return value that corresponds to the current voice command. ProcessRecoEvent calls 

ExecuteCommand for it to return the value associated with the voice command and 

process the user requests such as phrase addition and deletion. In retum, the main 

program mns the code that corresponds to the value. 
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int ExecuteCommand(Phrase): The ExecuteCommand retums a value associated with the 

voice command the user uttered to the ProcessRecoEvent. It also taps into the recognition 

event stmcture to process the phrase uttered by the user to perform modifications to the 

current grammar context. Some of the values retumed by ExecuteCommand can be seen 

in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Values retumed by ExecuteCommand and their meanings 

Retum Value 

-4 

-3 

-2 

-1 

0-998 

999 

Meaning 

This value is returned to signal the main program 

that the code that handles macro deletion should be 

run. 

This value is retumed to signal the main program 

that the code that handles voice command addition 

should be run. 

This value is returned to signal the main program 

that the code that handles macro recording should 

be run. 

This value is returned so that the commands without 

any confirmation may be implemented. 

These values correspond to function IDs of the 

commands that require confirmation. 

This value denotes that a macro with confirmation 

should be played. 

The code ran by the main program when it receives these retum values are discussed 

in Section 5.3 in detail. Besides dynamic commands, the ExecuteCommand module also 

processes voice commands pertaining to starting or stopping speech recognition, voice 

command deletion, and voice command addition explained in Section 5.2.2.2. These 

voice commands, corresponding XML rules and the actions taken by ExecuteCommand 

when those mles are recognized can be seen in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2: Voice commands in DV-UI with associated XML mles and actions 

Voice Commands 

"Show available commands" 

"Close the window" 

"I want the phrase * associated with 

function <digit><digit><digit>" 

"I want the phrase * associated with 

coimtiand <conunand>" 

"Delete the command <command>" 

"Begin recognition" 

"Stop recognition" 

"Confirm the command" 

"Reject the command" 

"Confirm the phrase" 

"Reject the phrase" 

"Record macro under the phrase *" 

Rule ID 

VID_Show_Available 

VID_Close_Window 

VID_Grammar_Change 

VID_Grammar_Change2 

VID_Delete_Phrase 

VID_Start_Stop_Decision 

VID_Start_Stop_Decision 

VID_Confirm_Conimand 

VID_Confirm_Conimand 

VID_Confirm_Decision 

VID_Confirm_Decision 

VID_Macro_Recording 

Action taken 

It makes the DV-UI read and 

show the current dynamic voice 

commands to the user. 

It closes the phrase confirmation 

and show available commands 

windows. 

It adds a new voice command 

associated with the specified 

function ID. 

It adds a new voice command 

associated with another 

command. 

It deletes the command specified 

by the user. 

It begins listening to the user. 

It stops listening to the user. 

If the user confirms a command, 

the function ID that corresponds 

to the voice command is returned 

to the main program. 

The command is not run and 

function ID is not returned to the 

main program. 

The voice command is added to 

the grammar. 

The voice command is not added 

to the grammar. 

The DV-UI starts recording a 

macro. 

SetCurrentContext(GrammarContext currentGC): It loads the voice commands in the 

specified GrammarContext to the dynamic portion of the XML grammar. 
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Int RetumCurrentAwaitingFunction(): It retums the function ID of the current voice 

command to the main program. 

AdaptationData(An arbitrary string): It conditions the speech engine what to expect as 

arbitrary input from the user. 

TrainFromFile (string filename, window handle): It brings up a window on the specified 

parent window to train the speech engine with the words included in the file. 

CleanSAPI(): It frees the SAPI resources used for recognition. 

SpeakPhrase (string Phrase): It speaks the phrase passed to the method. 

Addpronunciation(string phonemes, string actualword): The engine can be trained by 

passing phonemes and the word by this method. 

The helper functions of this ADT may be seen in Figure 5.3, whereas the essential 

components of it are in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.3: Helper functions of CSpeechEngine 
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5.2.3 MacroEngine 

MacroEngine has several functions, such as recording the keystrokes of the user, 

saving them to a file, and retrieving them from a file. This component has a keyboard 

event array that stores the keystroke events (Figure 5.5). 

StartRecording: It starts the process of copying keystroke messages into the array by 

calling the callback function JoumalRecordProc. 

CALLBACK JoumalRecordProc: It intercepts the Windows messages corresponding to 

the keyboard events and saves them into the array. 

SaveMacroFile (string filename): It saves the contents of the keyboard event array into 

the file whose name is passed to the module. 

PlayMacroFile (string filename): It copies the macro file's contents into the keyboard 

event array and calls StartPlaying. 

StartPlaying: It starts the callback function JoumalPlaybackProc. 

CALLBACK JoumalPlaybackProc: It sends the keyboard events in the array to the 

current application window. 

StopPlaying: It stops playing and recording that has been taking place. 
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Figure 5.5: Methods and Data Stmctures of MacroEngine 

5.2.4 VVDetective 

The ActiveX component VVDetective is used in DV-UI for determining who is 

currently speaking. VVDetective is text independent, which means that the speakers can 

say anything they want and are still identified successfully. VVDetective has three main 

features such as enrolling a speaker for future verification and identification purposes, 

verifying the identity of a speaker, and identifying who is speaking. 
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For any speaker verification and identification system, a database file to store the 

speaker-related data is needed. A Microsoft Access database file was created with the 

table named SPEAKERS. It has two fields such as SPEAKERID and SpeakerModel. 

SpeakerlD stores the handle name of the person, whereas SpeakerModel stores the vocal 

characteristic of the speaker. 

Table 5.3: SPEAKERS table in Microsoft Access Database in VVDetective 

Table SPEAKERS 

SPEAKERID 

Erban Onal 

Eric Acosta 

SpeakerModel 

Binary data that represents vocal 

characteristics of the speaker 

Binary data that represents vocal 

characteristics of the speaker 

This database file is then loaded into a CDaoDatabase instance that supports SQL 

statements for easy access to the database contents. 

The methods of the VVDetective component represent a high level abstraction of the 

speaker identification/verification system, whereas event handlers include low-level code 

to connect the Access database to these methods. The following are the methods of 

VVDetective ActiveX component: 

DeleteSpeaker(Speaker ID): This method removes the person's voiceprint from the 

database file. 

EnrollSpeaker(Speaker ID): It stores the voiceprint of the person in the database. 

IdentifySpeaker(Speaker ID list): h identifies who is curtently speaking to the 

microphone from a given set of speakers and retums the speaker ID to the main program. 
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VerifySpeaker(Speaker ID): It retums a value that determines whether the current 

speaker is registered under the speaker ID in the database. 

The following are the event handlers for VVDetective: 

AddNew (Speaker ID): This module adds another row to the SPEAKERS table to enroll 

the new user to the database. 

Delete (Speaker ID): This event handler removes the row with the specified speaker ID in 

the Microsoft Access database file data whenever the main program invokes the 

Deletespeaker method of VVDetective. 

Exists (Speaker ID): This event handler contains the code that is mn whenever the 

methods need to check whether the voiceprint of the user already exists in the storage. 

The handler performs this task by querying the database file with an SQL statement such 

as "SELECT * WHERE SPEAKERID = Speaker ID." If such a record can be found with 

this query, this handler retums tme. It is useful in preventing a second entry under the 

same speaker ID in the database. 

ReadData (Speaker ID, Binarydata): This module handles the code that the VVDetective 

methods need to read voiceprint data from the Microsoft Access file. It queries the record 

that has the specified Speaker ID and stores the binary data under the SpeakerModel field 

of that particular record in Binarydata. 

WriteData(Speaker ID, Binarydata): This module handles the code that the VVDetective 

methods need to write voiceprint data to the Microsoft Access file. It queries the record 

that has the specified Speaker ID and stores the "Binarydata" under the SpeakerModel 

field of that particular record. 

Any program with DV-UI can perform speaker identification by destroying the 

CSpeechEngine instance and invoking IdentifySpeaker method of the VVDetective 
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component since speaker identification and speech recognition components cannot mn 

simultaneously. The retumed speaker ID can then be used to determine which grammar 

context file will be loaded into the GrammarContext instance. The speaker verification 

and identification module of DV-UI is summarized in Figure 5.6. 

Database Object name 

Filename 

Voiceprint file 

VVDetective 
Constructor 

Loads file into 
database object 

Speaker ID, user's voice 

Returns true 
or false 

User's voice 

Returns speaker 
ID 

IdentifySpeaker 

Speaker ID, user's voice 
EnrollSpeaker 

Speaker ID, Voiceprint data 
of the user 

Speaker ID 

DeleteSpeaker 

Speaker ID 

Figure 5.6: The components of VVDetective 
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5.3 Integration of DV-UI Components 

The initialization code in an application that integrates DV-UI such as Personal 

Assistant creates instances of CSpeechEngine, MacroEngine, and GrammarContext. 

VVDetective component is attached as an ActiveX component to the application. The 

following code snippet initializes these components in Visual C++ environment. Usually, 

the first action taken is to find out who is speaking to load the appropriate grammar 

context with user's preferences. In the example below, VarSpeakers has the list of 

speakers in the database, whereas vAudio has audio source options. Both are passed to 

the IdentifySpeaker method of VVDetective. 

currentspeaker = m_vvDetective.IdentifySpeaker(varSpeakers, vAudio); 

After the user speaks to the microphone, the IdentifySpeaker method retums the ID of 

the current speaker to currentspeaker. In our example, this speaker is Erban Onal. 

Then, other components of DV-UI will be declared: 

CSpeechEngine *CSEInstance; 

MacroEngine *MEI; 

GrammarContext *GC; 

CSEInstance = new CSpeechEngine ("grammarfile.xml"); 

GCl = new GrammarContext; 

MEl =new MacroEngine; 

The next step is to load a grammar context file to the GrammarContext instance: 

GCl->RestoreContextFromFile(currentspeaker); 

In our example, "Erban Onal" is a voice command file that has entries such as the one 

mentioned in Section 5.2.1. It is loaded because the current speaker was found to be 
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Erban Onal by the VVDetective component. The file "Erban Onal" has the voice 

command preferences of Erhan Onal. 

The next step is to initialize recognition so that the user can give voice commands to 

the interface. The handler to the window is passed to the CSpeechEngine so that the main 

program will be able to tap into the recognition event with its WindowProc method. 

CSEInstance -> initialize_recognition(m_hWnd, L"Welcome"); 

Next, the grammar context that has the preferences of the current user is loaded into 

the CSpeechEngine instance: 

CSEInstance -> SetCurrentContext (currentspeaker); 

Any Windows application that will incorporate DV-UI should implement 

WindowProc procedure that will intercept valid recognition events to mn the functions 

that correspond to voice commands. When the user utters a phrase that matches the mles 

in the XML file, the WindowProc event handler will be called. The code listing for 

WindowProc method of Personal Assistant that is explained below is provided under 

Listing 2 of Appendix. 

In WindowProc, ProcessRecoEvent of CSpeechEngine is invoked to find out the 

retum value associated with the most recent voice command. Then, the main program 

uses if-then-else statements to mn the appropriate code. 

-4 is retumed if the user adds a new voice command to the grammar context. If the 

voice command is associated with a macro, the main program updates the macro table so 

that it can launch or switch to the application pertaining to the new macro when needed. 

When the deletion of a voice command associated with a macro occurs, 

ProcessRecoEvent retums -3 so that the main program can take that macro's entry off 

from the macro table. When the user speaks the words "Record Macro Under The Phrase 

...", ProcessRecoEvent retums -2 to signal the main program to start macro recording. 
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The main program calls MacroEngine's StartRecording method to record the user's 

keyboard actions in the intemal array of the MacroEngine instance. 

If the voice command the user said does not need any confirmation, the 

ProcessRecoEvent retums - 1 . To find out the function ID of the voice command, 

ReturnCurrentAwaitingFunction method of CSpeechEngine is used. When the user says, 

"Stop recording," the RetumCurrentAwaitingFunction retums the function ID 3 to the 

main program. In retum, the main program mns MacroEngine's StopPlaying method that 

stops recording. The DV-UI saves the macro under the same name with the voice 

command. For instance, the keystrokes used for opening a file is saved under the file 

"Open File" through SaveMacroFile. After the recording phase has been finished, the 

user can invoke the function by saying "Open File." This input from the user causes the 

ProcessRecoEvent to retum -1 to the main program again since it does not need any 

confirmation. Next, RetumCurrentAwaitingFunction retums 999, which defines a macro. 

The main program retrieves the name of the voice command with RetumMacroPhrase 

method of CSpeechEngine and uses MacroEngine's PlayMacroFile method to play the 

macro file, "Open File." 

Before playing the macro, Personal Assistant makes sure that the macro is sent to the 

correct window. RetumWindowTitleFromVoiceCommand of Personal Assistant is used 

to get the window title that is associated with the macro from the application table. If the 

current active window matches with the window title, the macro is immediately mn. If it 

does not match, the Personal Assistant's ApplicationLoaded is used to see if the 

application window is resident on the taskbar. If it is, SetFocusWithKeyword module is 

used to bring up the window that macro pertains to. If it is not currently on the taskbar, 

RunApplicationPertainingToWindowTitle is used to launch the program. The macro is 

then played when the intended application window is launched. 
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CHAPTER VI 

TESTING 

The DV-UI was tested on Personal Assistant and VoiceDoc. It was made sure that the 

features such as application retrieval and grammar context activation worked flawlessly. 

Modification of voice commands through microphone was also tested. It was made sure 

that the voice commands appeared as previously modified when the users logged on to 

the system again. 

It is apparent that no SR system including DV-UI will have 100% accuracy because of 

inherent limitations such as restrictions on vocabulary, noisy environments, and 

recognitions errors [28]. Thus the error correction becomes significant. The DV-UI 

shows the voice commands to be added or deleted on the screen so that the user can edit 

them by keyboard if needed. 

We have made experiments pertaining to the latency times in DV-UI in systems with 

different configurations. The latency between the time when user stops speaking and the 

time when DV-UI finds out what was spoken was calculated and recorded in different 

computers. We also tested the effects of using different types of microphones to the 

latency. 

The speech engine assigns a confidence value to every utterance from the user 

according to the utterance's closeness to the word that the speech engine thinks was 

spoken. If this value is lower than the specified confidence threshold of the word, it 

rejects the word and takes no further action. If it is higher than this threshold, then the 

system registers a valid recognition event and a corresponding action occurs. We have 

given the computers voice commands with different confidence thresholds to test whether 

differing confidence thresholds had an effect on latency. 

6.1 Experiment Setup 

First, DV-UI was loaded three voice commands such as "test," "display message," and 

"show message three" in three different computers. The configurations of these 
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computers are listed in Table 6.1. The microphones used in testing were Andrea NC-76 

Anti noise headset microphone and Andrea Desktop Array 400 2.0. 

Table 6.1: Configurations of the computers tested 

Computer Name 

Computer I 

Computer 2 

Computer 3 

CPU Type/Speed 

Pentium rV 1.8 GHz 

Pentium H 300 MHz 

Pentium 166 MHz 

RAM 

1GB 

128MB 

48 MB 

6.2 Procedures 

One test unit consisted of giving each voice command five times. The resulting 15 

latency times were recorded. Six test units were performed for each computer: three with 

a desktop array microphone, three with a headset microphone. Each two of these test 

units were performed with different confidence thresholds such as high, low, and normal. 

(These thresholds represent values of 80, 50, and 20 on a 100 scale, respectively) In total, 

15 test units were performed with 270 voice commands. 

6.3 Experiment Results 

The first computer (Computer 1) tested had an average latency of 1.740 milliseconds. 

The second computer (Computer 2) had an average latency of 1.781 milliseconds, 

whereas the third computer (Computer 3) tested had an average of 6.927 milliseconds. 

The average latency for the voice commands with nonnal confidence thresholds was 

3.635 milliseconds, whereas it was 3.611 and 3.202 milliseconds for low and high 

confidence thresholds, respectively. The average latency for the headset microphone 

across different configurations was 3.407 milliseconds, whereas it was 3.558 for the 

desktop microphone an-ay. A summary of the test results can be seen in Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2: Average Latency of Voice Commands in different machines in milliseconds 

Thresholds 

Normal 

High 

Low 

Average of 

results 

Computer 1 

w/ headset 

1.996 

1.015 

1.376 

1.463 

Computer 1 

w/ array 

1.863 

2.334 

1.853 

2.017 

Computer 1 Overall 

Average 

1.740 

Computer 2 

w/ headset 

2.254 

1.408 

1.013 

1.559 

Computer 2 

w/ array 

1.037 

2.572 

2.403 

2.004 

Computer 2 Overall 

Average 

1.781 

Computer 3 

w/ headset 

9.413 

5.347 

6.837 

7.199 

Computer 3 

w/ array 

5.249 

6.533 

8.181 

6.654 

Computer 3 Overall 

Average 

6.927 

6.4 Conclusions from the Experiments 

Although the latency expectedly increased while using a Pentium 166 MHz 48 MB 

RAM machine, it did not increase significantiy when DV-UI was mn on a Pentium n 300 

MHz 128 MB RAM machine instead of a Pentium FV 1.8 GHz 1 GB RAM system. The 

performance difference between the systems was minimal on the speech recognition side. 

We are predicting that the real latency issues will stem from the low performance of the 

actions initiated by DV-UI, not by DV-UI itselL The modification of confidence 

thresholds did not change the latency of the voice commands notably. Similariy, the 

usage of different microphones such as a headset and array microphone did not alter the 

latencies significantiy. 
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CHAPTER Vn 

FUTURE WORK 

The future work will include more research on increasing correct recognitions. We are 

looking forward to SAPI 5 compliant SR engines from third party vendors that would be 

more effective than the current Microsoft Continuous Speech Recognition (MCSR) 

Engine v5.1. Speaker Identification component will also be upgraded to make it more 

robust and faster. 

Another possible area of research would be the solution of Cocktail Party problem 

where the system would isolate one designated person's speech apart from other people 

talking at the same time. Some of the voice commands could utilize a text to speech 

component that would read users' email or other selected text. The future work may also 

include incorporating Artificial Intelligence (Al) to DV-UI that will make it an effective 

agent interface that can leam what users want through neural networks. We are currently 

looking at ways to embed DV-UI to web pages where the users can navigate easily 

through voice. 

In addition to current features, DV-UI can benefit from a Natural Language 

Understanding (NLU) component. NLU involves finding out the meaning of words taken 

from an SR component. Today's systems focus on providing dialogue based interfaces 

that could reply to the user's statements entered either by keyboard or speech. In the 

simplest systems, the parsers match the question or statement of the user with predefined 

patterns through pattem matching and looks at the database to find out the answer or 

reply. More complex NLU systems present multiple contexts each of which have a group 

of these predefined patterns. These contexts are switched according to the meaning of the 

user speech. 

The most complex systems are plan based models where the dialogue involves 

interactively constmcting a plan with the user such as a plan to evacuate some personnel 

off an island, and agent based models where monitoring and executing operations in a 

dynamic world is necessary (e.g., emergency rescue coordination). 
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The Rochester Interactive Planning System (TRIPS) developed in University of 

Rochester introduces such complex Natural Language Understanding systems [29]. 

Dunng the implementation phase, Allen et al. (2001) concludes that there are four 

challenges in creating a complex dialog system. The first challenge of parsing language 

m practical dialogues was solved in TRIPS by utilizing feature based augmented context 

free grammar with semantic restrictions. The second obstacle, integrating dialogue and 

task performance is done by the development of an abstract problem-solving model that 

includes objectives, solutions, resources, and situations. Utterances in the dialogue are 

interpreted as modifications to the current states of these abstract model components. The 

third obstacle, intention recognition, is solved in two stages. In the first stage, the system 

finds candidates for intention by analyzing the user's speech. It then looks at the current 

problem solving state and chooses the candidate for intention that makes the most sense 

according to the current intemal state. The final problem, the mixed initiative dialogue, 

refers to dialogues that are not single-handedly controlled by the system or the user. 

TRIPS employs a module named Behavioral Agent that considers its own private goals in 

addition to the obligations derived from the current state of the dialogue. It then makes a 

decision of whether it should control the flow of the dialogue at that moment. 

Currently, DV-UI can only initiate a limited number of predefined dialogs. An NLU 

component could help DV-UI become an intelligent dialog based system where the users 

can tell the DV-UI what they want to do in the most detailed way possible. 
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CHAPTER v m 

CONCLUSION 

Today, users usually find themselves trying to adapt to the computer rather than the 

other way around. For instance, word processors have hundreds of pages full of rarely 

used features in their manuals, whereas most users only want to create a basic document. 

Nonetheless, these applications are dubbed as "user-friendly" [9]. While the users work 

with a computer, there is no way of reaching application features directiy. 

In this thesis, we have given a solution to the problem of creating customizable and 

unified voice UIs for Windows based applications. Our DV-UI allows for working at a 

feature level without having to launch or switch applications. It supports dynamic 

modification of voice commands on the fly and speaker identification for automatic 

retrieval of user preferences. We have tested its feasibility on different platforms with 

success. 

We believe that tme user centric revolution will come where the user interfaces are 

voice based, customizable, and unified. In that way, the users will not have to worry 

about the underlying complexity of the applications where "what they want is what they 

get." 
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Listing 1: XML Grammar used in DV-in 

<GRAMMAR LANGID="409"> 
</DEFINE> 
<!-- Here this will show the available commands ~> 
<RULE ID="VID_Show_Ayailable" TOPLEVEL="ACTrVE"> 

<P>Show available commands</P> 
</RULE> 

<!- Here this will close the window - > 
<RULE ID="VID_Close_Window" TOPLEVEL="ACTIVE"> 

<P>Close the window</P> 
</RULE> 

<!-- Add phrase to the grammar by inputting function IDs ~> 
<RULE ID="VID_Grammar_Change" TOPLEVEL="ACTrVE"> 

<P>I want the phrase *+ associated with function</P> 
<RULEREF REFID="VID_Digit" /> 
<RULEREF REFID="VID_Digit" /> 
<RULEREF REFID="VID_Digit" /> 

</RULE> 

<!— The first part of the grammar input —> 
<RULENAME="VID_Grammar_First_Part" 

ID="VID_Grammar_First_Part"TOPLEVEL="INACTrVE"> 
<P>I want the phrase *+ associated with command</P> 

</RULE> 

<!-- Add phrase to the grammar by inputting function phrase - > 
<RULE NAME="VID_Grammar_Change2" nD="VID_Grammar_Change2" 

TOPLEVEL="ACTrVE"> 
<RULEREFNAME="VID_Grammar_First_Part" 

PROPNAME="TheFirstPart" /> 
<RULEREFNAME="VID_Dynamic_Commands" 

PROPNAME="ThePhrase" /> 
</RULE> 

<!— Phrase deletion ~> 
<RULE NAME="VID_Delete_Phrase" ID="VID_Delete_Phrase" 

TOPLEVEL="ACTIVE"> 
<PHRASE>Delete the command</PHRASE> 
<RULEREFNAME="VID_Dynamic_Commands" 

PROPNAME="ThePhrase" /> 
</RULE> 
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<!-- Begin/Stop decisions ~> 
<RULE ID="VID_Start_Stop_Decision" TOPLEVEL="ACTIVE"> 

<L PROPID="VID_Start_Stop_D"> 
<P VAL="VID_Start">Begin Recognition</P> 
<P VAL="VID_Stop">Stop Recognition</P> 

</L> 
</RULE> 

<!-- Digit mles ~> 
<RULE ID="VID_Digit"> 

<L PROPID="VID_Digit"> 
<P VAL="VID_Zero">Zero</P> 
<P VAL="VID_One">One</P> 
<P VAL="VID_Two">Two</P> 
<P VAL="VID_Three">Three</P> 
<P VAL="VID_Four">Four</P> 
<P VAL="VID_Five">Fiye</P> 
<P VAL="VID_Six">Six</P> 
<P VAL="VID_Seven">Seven</P> 
<P VAL="VID_Eight">Eight</P> 
<P VAL="VID_Nine">Nine</P> 

</L> 
</RULE> 

<!-- Confirm/Reject grammar change ~> 
<RULE ID="VID_Confinn_Decision" TOPLEVEL="ACTrVE"> 

<L PROPID="VID_Confinn"> 
<P VAL="VID_Accept">Confirm the phrase</P> 
<P VAL="VID_Reject">Reject the phrase</P> 

</L> 
</RULE> 

<!— Confirm/Reject execution ~> 
<RULE ID="VID_Confinn_Command" TOPLEVEL="ACTrVE"> 

<L PROPID="VID_Confinn_C"> 
<P VAL="VID_Accept_Command">Confirm the command</P> 
<P VAL="VID_Reject_Command">Reject the command</P> 

</L> 
</RULE> 
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<!— Dynamic Rule —> 
<RULE NAME="VID_Dynamic_Commands" 

ID="VID_Dynamic_Commands"DYNAMIC="TRUE" 
TOPLEVEL="ACTrVE"> 

</RULE> 
<!— Macro Recording - > 
<RULE ID="VID_Macro_Recording" TOPLEVEL="ACTIVE"> 

<P>Record Macro under the phrase *+</P> 
</RULE> 

</GRAMMAR> 
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Listing 2: WindowProc method of Personal Assistant 

USES_CONVERSION; 

CString tempidentity; 

if (message == WM_RECOEVENT) 

{ int g; 

g = CSEInstance->ProcessRecoEvent(); 

switch (g) 

{ 

case -4: 

{ 

// Deletion handling 

// Retum the phrase from the ExecuteCommand 

// Update the Macro Table so that the information about the macro 

//is deleted. 

} 

break; 

case -3: 

{ // Association handling. 

// Retum the name of the phrase 

// Update the macro lookup table 

} 

break; 

case -2: 

{ 

// Macro recording handling 

MEl->StartRecording(); 

} 

break; 
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case -1: 

{ 

int Function_Number = 0; 

Function_Number = 

CSEInstance->RetumCurrentAwaitingFunction(); 

switch (Function_Number) 

{ 

case 3: 

{ 

// Stop Playing handler. 

MEl->StopPlaying(); 

CSEInstance ->SpeakPhraseAsync(L"Recording stopped"); 

// Here retum macro phrase 

char filename [100]; 

if (CSEInstance->RetumMacroPhrase(filename)) 

{ 

MEl->SayeMacroFile(filename); 

CSEInstance->AddMacroFunction(filename); 

// Save macro to lookup table 

} 

} 

break; 

case 999: 

{ 

// We have identified a macro. 

char macroname2 [100]; 

CSEInstance->ReturaCurrentPhrase(macroname2); 

/ / 1 . Look up to the table and determine which 

//"window" it should be on. 
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thewindowtitle = 

Retum WindowTitleFromVoiceCommand 

(macroname2, thestr2); 

if (thewindowtitle == strthecurrentapplication) 

{ 

CSEInstance->SpeakPhraseAsync 

(L'Running on the current window"); 

ME 1 ->PlayMacroFile(macroname2); 

} 

else if (ApplicationLoaded(strthewindowtitie)) 

{ 

CSEInstance->SpeakPhraseAsync(L"Switchingand 

Running"); 

SetFocusWithKeyword(strthewindowtitie); 

Sleep (1000); 

ME 1 ->PlayMacroFile(macroname2); 

} 

else if (!ApplicationLoaded(strthewindowtitie)) 

{ 

RunApplicationPertainingToWindowTitie 

(strthewindowtitie, string3); 

Sleep(3000); 

CSEInstance->SpeakPhraseAsync 

(L"Launching and Running"); 

MEl->PlayMacroFile(macroname2); 

} 
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break; 

case 5: 

{ 

// User Switching 

thecurrentidentity = OnIdentifySpeaker(); 

// Call SetCurrentContext function of Grammar Context 

// according to who is speaking. 

} 

break; 

}// end switch 

}//end case-1 

break; 

}// end switch 

}// end if WM_RECOEVENT 
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